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ABSTRACT

Image watermarking is gaining more famous due to the spread use of internet and multi-media applications. Image
watermarking includes additional information about image in the form of image or text. In this paper defines a
protected multi-level watermarking scenario in which the encrypted text acts as a watermark. The procedure is
created on the protected supper range or frequency domain method for numeral images in discrete wavelet
transformation. Latent Application of the proposed watermarking technique is successfully demonstrated for
embedding various watermarking techniques in the text/image format at different sub-categories decomposition
levels depending upon their performance requirements. In the embedding process, we can apply the DWT decays
an input into two components like lower bound and upper bound. An encryption using Data encryption standard for
encrypt the images. Encryption of a block of the message takes place in 16 rounds. From the input key are generated
one for each round. Then we optimize the encryption message using genetic algorithm.To reduce the secrete message
then classify the network using BPNN. This research work investigates presentation of the DWT, Data Encryption
Standard, Genetic algorithm and Classification using Back Propagation Neural Network.

Keywords: Digital Watermarking, Secure Message, genetic algorithm, data encryption technique, Frequency Domain
and Classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

An image watermarking is a generous of knowledge that surrounds right info into programmesatisfied. An
efficient imaginary watermarking major adds mark group, waterline detection, emblem embedding, and
attack. Image numerical watermarking offers right guard to image by secure appropriate info in real image
to define truthful possession. Image Watermarking are four important issues those are normally used to
determine superiority of watermarking system. They remain imperceptibility, capacity, blindness and
robustness [1].

Strength is a quantity of protection of mark against efforts to double changes and modification like
cleaning, turning, scrabbling, and sound attacks and resize and crop etc.

Inaudibility is the services that the protection image should not be demolished by the attendance of
watermark.

Volume added methods that variety it possible to embed mainly of info. Extraction of watermark
from watermarked duplicate without the required of real image is mentioned to as unsighted watermarking.
The non-blind watermarking method necessitates that the real image to happen for finding and
removal.
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Ordinal watermarking is a technique for digital software right defence; now days it is used in several
applications giving a change to more restrictive digital rights organisation techniques. Image is measured
as a message channel to convey communications in the watermarking approaches. Dissimilar images have
different watermarking capacity, since; watermarking volume should be connected with the image of data.
Watermark allows invisible mark to be deploying on the upper of single info, so it is a vital protect info and
technique identity. A widely and simple used method for watermarking imaginary is to include a design on
upper of an prior image. Normally this design is imaginary itself a symbol or same, which [2] misrepresents
the fundamental imaginary. In figure 1, the design is the image while the portrait image of man’s face is the
picture being marked.

The domain according of watermark added, the approach of watermark fall into two types: (a) Three-
dimensional domain approach and (b) Renovate domain approach. Several approaches have been
implemented in [3] the transform domain approach such as discrete wavelet transform add method, the
covering work approach and the image block code method. This method processes the position and luminance
of the image pixel directly. Transform method based on main transformation and procedure the constants in
frequency domain to secure the data. Transform domain approach added Discrete wavelet transformation
approaches and many more methods the watermark is abstraction in the upper and centre frequency constants
of the main image.

II. DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORMATION

This approach offers every frequency and spatial explanation of imaginary. Wavelets are defined by converts
and openings of a permanent task called major wavelet. Transformation wavelets decompose the picture
into three spatial positions or generate the two categories of bounds: 1) upper bound and 2) lower bound.
The multi determination of wavelet defines a picture at more than one resolution level. The magnitude of
dwt constants is higher in the lower bounds and its small in the other bounds HH, LH, HL, LL, at every
level of rottenness. Upper resolution sub bounds help to easy position text and edge deigns in a picture [4].

Embedding watermark in these edges define us to improve he robustness of watermark without destroying
image quality.

DWT gives multi resolution of a picture so that the picture can consecutively process from the less
determination to top determination. The benefits of this method is that the characteristics of a picture that
may not to identified at the single determination can simple to identify at another determination.

Figure 1: Original Image
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III. RELATED WORK

A lot of research work has already been done in this field to improvise security in image files while the
transfer. Some of the reviews are as follows.

Qing-Cheng Li (et.al) [5] presents a novel text watermarking method but for the Chinese text merely.
In his or her method he’s mentioned this some bitstream pattern of the manuscript on the basis of which the
merging can be done. His approach also describes the pictographic approach of the text and the visual
potential of the person. This method will be despite the fact that comes with a usefulthinking but the
difficult is as the Chinese language is so sophisticated, it fits there but not with each and every terminology.
Algorithm may be intended particularlyfor Chinese characters and hence this algorithm cannot be used for
global language. Zeneca JaliI (et.al),[6] presented a zero text watermarking scheme in the international
conference of 2010. Giving to them, active text watermarking method are not strong alongside random
supplement & removal attacks on explicit text article. By means of growing quantity of attack, the
existence of watermark in the text document turn out to be stimulating and hence they urbanized a
original text watermarking method that can be utilize for official article guard of written resources. They
will when matched their results along with various other existing algorithms of the same difference and
their results are found to be effective enough to get proceeded for modification. Makarand L. Mali
(et.al),[7] presented a watermarking scheme on the basis of NEURAL networks. It was a fantastic idea
to introduce Neural Networks into the difference associated with encryption. The Neural Network produces
weight for each and every input provided to it rather than taking all as an input stream. The pattern
changing of neural network is quite similar to SVM as it also changes the entire input rendering its
simplification and then precedes. Hence his method is quite actual and can be considered for future
development process.

NidhiDivecha(et.al), [8] obtainable a watermarking understanding based on the wavelet quantization
method which is another time a considerable attempt in this filed. DWT stand for Discrete Wavelet
Conversion & it adapts the whole data situation into waves. previous the texts as gesture is a exclusive
method in this type of performance. The moment & crack talented basically by Nidhi had only one unhelpful
aspect, she did not mention the type of wavelet transformation she is using as there are a group of wavelet
transformation like Dabuchi, Symlet & others & hence her method can be attempted with the over declared
wavelet relations members.

Problem Formulation

1. Choose Image Watermarking as a major problem.

2. Identify, for multi-color waterway images (True color windows BMP, uncompressed JPEG), the
appropriateness of a color channel with respect to attack (if any).

Figure 2: Discrete Wavelet Transformation
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3. Portable the ways such that attack impacts may be minimized before [10] the watermark embedding
process.

4. Discover the relationship between the performance of watermarking scheme and the cover image
characteristics itself.

5. Embed an inherent nature in the developed watermarking schemes to guarantee that at least one serious
attack having most financial implications cannot attack on watermarked images.

Today has been influenced by dependencies on Internet with capabilities and luxuries that were
unthinkable just a decade ago. One area which is greatly affected is the usage of digital multimedia content
such as image, audio, video and etc. These digital contents are easily available and accessible on the Internet
for personal use, commercials and business purposes. On contrary, these contents are subject to misuse,
piracy and forgery when fall into the wrong hands. Thus, these scenarios lead to the needs of authenticity
and [11] integrity in identifying and protecting these digital contents. Digital watermarking technology is
proposed as one of the alternatives to deal with these concerns. The solutions are still under development
due to different techniques to be implemented and various system requirements and applications to be
applied to. In terms of digital images, continuous efforts in introducing new watermarking systems for
gray-scale images are crucial as strong foundational development. There are pretty a number of researches
complete in recommend digital picture watermarking using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). However,
it is obviously experiential that every of them is independently individual in conditions of its scopes &
functions. New algorithms need to be proposed and analysed to see the system’s performance effectiveness
and potential for future improvement.

IV. SIMULATED MODEL

The future design will be apply in MATLAB which is widely operate in all section of applied arithmetic, in
learning as well as investigate by universities,& in the industry. The methodology of projected work is
specified as:

4.1. Methodology

There are three panels given in the main GUI that are:

1. Training panel

2. Testing panel

3. Extraction panel

4.1.1. Training Panel

Step 1 : First of all, upload base image for training. Step 2 : DWT training applied. The discrete wavelet
transform is an awfully precious means for indication investigation and image processing, principally in
multi declaration demonstration. It can deteriorate indication into dissimilar components in the regularity
speciality. The method goes in this manner: A small exceed filter in addition to a elevated exceed filter is
selected, in such a way that they accurately divide the regularity assortment between themselves. This
particular type of filter couple is entitled as testing Filter pair. originally, small exceed filter is implemented
for every single row of information, in that way attaining the small frequency mechanism of the queue
Now, elevated exceed filter is implemented for similar row of information, as well as correspondingly high
pass constituents are disjointed, then positioned next to the small exceed components. This process is
implemented for altogether rows.

Step 3: We can apply to optimize the lower and upper bound using Genetic algorithm. The Genetic
Procedure is a model of machine knowledge which derives its performance from image of the processes of
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Evolution in environment. This is done by the creation within a machine of a Populace of Individuals
represented by Chromosomes, in spirit a set of character strings that are similar to the base-4 chromosomes
that we see in our own DNA. The individuals in the populace then go through a process of evolution.

Step 4 : Then apply neural network for training (BPNN).

When performing classification analysis with a set of current information, one communal method,
entitled holdout authentication, is to splitting the information inside a larger information group (often 80
per cent) for training the neural network and a smaller data set (20 per cent) for analysing the system.
Training means discovering the neural network weights and biases that minimize some error value.

Figure 3: Simulation Model

4.1.2. Testing Panel

Step 5 : Then go to test panel and upload the test image/cover image from data base

Step 6 : Then upload the image to be watermarked.

Step 7 : Then apply DES encryption. DES stands for Data Encryption DES is an operation of a Feistel
Cipher. It apply 16 round Feistel structure. The block range is 64-bit. Although, key distance end to end is
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64-bit, DES has an functioning key distance end to end of 56 bits, since 8 of the 64 bits of the key are not
used by the encryption algorithm or purpose as make sure bits only.

Step 8 : Then embed using Neural Network.

Neural networks are those networks that are the collection of simple elements which function parallel.
A neural network could trained to accomplish a particular operator by regulating values of the weights
between elements. Network operator is determined via connections in the middle of elements. There are
several activation functions that are used to produce relevant output. Testing the NN is similar to the
training process. After training, the NN is ready for testing using a test dataset. This specific dataset is
minor than training dataset to certify that network might detect intrusions it was trained to detect. Likewise
test dataset is completed once to conclude performance rate. This specific rate is consists of a distinct
detection rate as well as failure rate. The detection rate is how well the network correctly identifies as
normal or intrusion. The failure rate is the percentage of misidentified.

4.1.3. Extraction Panel

Step 9 : Upload image.

Step 10 : Take out with Neural Network (BPNN).

Step 11 : Estimate limitation with Neural Network.

Step 12 : Evaluate parameters using Neural Network.

Steps defined in Genetic Algorithm

o Initialize random population od n genes

o Fitness calculate fitness of each genes x in the population

o Novel population define a novel population by repeat following steps until the novel population is fully
complete.

o Initialize two parent genes from population acc. To their fit value

o Crossover with a divide probability cross over the further child to form new offspring o With a last
modification probability mutate novel of string in every locus.

o Place novel offspring in the latest algorithm.

o Use new genes population for a new run of the algorithm.

V. RESULT ANALYSIS

Figure 4: Main Image with graphical representation and DWT
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In this figure defines, upload the original image from dataset and plot the histogram from the original
image. Dwt generate the four position in the original image LL,LH,HL and HH, we are bounds combines
into two forms first is upper bound and second one lower bound.

Figure 5: Genetic Optimized Results

In this figure shows the upper bound and lower bound to reduce the data through swarm intelligence
field. Genetic Algorithm defines the optimal results generates.

Figure 6: Back Propagation Neural Network
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In this figure shows that the architecture of the neural network, this is used for classification purpose
for better train the data, test and classify the bounds.

Figure 7: Watermark Image

Above figure shows that the watermark upload to hide the information in the cover_image using Des
and Back propagation Neural Network.

Figure 8: Embed the message

Above figure shows that the hide the data using Des algorithm to secure the information for protection.
Second figure show the encryption form in the figure part third person can’ t understand the what we add
the original data. Then extract the original image and watermark image.

Table 1
Comparison between Proposed and Existing work

Performance Proposed Previous
Parameters work Work

MSE 0.12882 0.76511

BER 0.88525 0.35858

PSNR 70 50
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This paper designates the algorithm to use a discrete wavelet transformation, Des encryption and back
propagation neural network with an included benefits of hiding the trained network weights with the original
main image. The watermarked image has a better healthiness and the stillness of the real image is also
upper preserved. For the extraction, only main image is required and no external weights records need to be
supplied with the watermarked picture. Thus, this work leads to successful watermarking structure. The
watermarks bits are embedded into the mid frequency band of the DWT coefficients suchthat the hostimage
is not partial and yields a better PSNR value.In the inserting process the back propagation neural network
is used to remember the original un-watermarked sub image coefficients, this network is used at the
withdrawal process to get back the watermark bits. Experimental consequences show that the proposed
algorithm is robust to many image processing attacks and for inaudibility it yields good PSNR value. In
future Scope , we will use the hybrid techniques (dwt and dct) and hybrid optimization(GA+BFO) technique
used and to improve the PSNR and NCC and BER.
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